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“…running water is never 
stale and a door-hinges 
never get worm-eaten…” 
 

-- Lü's Annals, c. 239 BCE 
  



Research Data Management
•  What are the roles of the academic and 

research library?
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Motivation
•  Goodwin Hall Living Lab
•  A 160,000-sf new building wired 

with >240 different sensors
•  Sensor mounts were directly 

wielded to the structural steel 
during the building construction 

•  Sensors are strategically 
positioned and sufficiently 
sensitive to detect human 
movements 

•  Will be the most instrumented 
building for vibration



Motivation
•  Designed as a multi-purpose living 

laboratory 
•  Opportunities for multi- and cross- 

disciplinary exploration and discovery
•  > 40 researchers and educators in 

various disciplines and institutes 
expressed interests in using the data

•  VT libraries is tasked with building the 
digital libraries to manage the data 
and support these activities.

!



Challenges
•  A small team facing big data 

challenges
•  Cut across small and big science 

dichotomy
•  Cut across institutional boundaries
•  How to cultivate self-organizing, 

ad hoc user communities and 
support groups?



Challenges
•  Multi- and cross- disciplinary 

exploration and discovery
•  Not a disciplinary repo
•  Must not dictate usage patterns
•  Difficult to index and search
•  Support on-demand analytics

•  Infrastructure mismatch
•  Moving data is less favorable
•  Data repositories typically lack big 

data processing capabilities



Key IT Infrastructure Requirements
•  Sufficient storage
•  Highly scalable and elastic processing 

capabilities
•  Co-located storage and compute nodes
•  A reference point: took 28 hours to move 

4.3TB to a supercomputer center 5 miles 
away

•  Cloud as a viable option



System Architecture



System Modules
•  Data acquisition: Collect and process sensor data, 

store in a local storage server and upload to cloud 
storage module.

•  Cloud storage: Raw sensor data and derivate data
•  Data processing: Cloud analysis, deployment 

management, and job scheduler.  
•  Digital library: Bitstreams metadata, software codes, 

configuration files and user’s info.  



Data Ingestion Workflow



Data Analysis Workflow



Prototype
•  Data acquisition and Cloud storage: Amazon S3
•  Data processing: 

–  Cloud analysis: Amazon EC2. (Workers - m3.large, Fedora 4 
- r3.8xlarge)

–  Deployment management: Manually deploy using command 
line

•  Job scheduler: Amazon SQS
•  Digital Library: Fedora Repository



Prototype



Utilize AWS
•  Sensor data upload to Amazon S3.
•  Create queues in Amazon SQS



Worker Operations
•  Python codes that extract metadata from sensor data in 

HDF5 format.
•  Mathematical operations:
– Calculate max, min, mean, and median 
– Split sensor data
– Draw charts from sensor data



Experiment Setup
•  24 hours of accelerometer measurements. (130GB)
•  Three test cases:

1.  Simple data ingestion without data copying into the 
library

2.  Simple data analysis with additional metadata write 
to the library

3. Complicated operations: Split data file into 6-
second segments, create image, store image into 
library, metadata creation and etc. 

•  Setup 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 nodes to run these three test 
cases.  



Test Cases

•  Test case 1: Move data from S3 to workers, extract 
metadata, then create a container in Fedora 4, and 
write metadata info in each container.

•  Test case 2: All operations in test case 1 + calculate 
the min, max, mean, and median value for each file 
and write these computing result into Fedora 4

•  Test case 3: All operations in test case 2 + split data 
every 6-second, draw 172800 image files, and deposit 
to the Fedora 4



Fedora Record Example



Experiment Results



Experiment Results



Lessons Learned

•  Opportunistic cost and cost sharing
•  Organizational Changes
•  Cultural changes



Questions

zhiwuxie@vt.edu @zxie


